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no complains u get for what u have paid for. Definitely worth the money - It's very satisfying to watch the asteroids burst and to
collect the resources. It's simple enough to play for 15 minutes at a time, but it's addicting enough that you could easily lose
track of an hour.

Here's a quick overview:

Music - Great! Sets the tone pretty well, not repetitive and annoying.
Controls - Solid, smooth; I prefer the controller myself but the keyboard felt natural as well.
GamePlay - It's addictingly simple; Fly around, blast asteroids and protect your hub. Watch out for enemies on the minimap!
Graphics - There's not much to them, but they're consistent and aesthetically pleasing.

I would highly recommend this title.. I was able to get past the resolution issues and floating characters,etc....was actually
enjoying the game....until I got to that sneaking scene for the train yard.

It has to be the dumbest, most frustrating thing I've ever played in my gaming career. Whoever decided to put that in the
game\/designed it needs to GTFO the gaming industry. I can't believe frogwares is still in business with this like this.

This is one of the very few trashy games I've played that made me want to hit something.. Great game to play on a lunch break,
especially if you take a four hour lunch.. A visual novel set in a fantasy version of the "old west" U.S. and a very charming
presentation that makes it look more like a digital manga than a visual novel,with it's alluring visuals,good OST and charming
characters this visual novel will surely please fans of the genre.. Pros:
+ Great for begginers in shader writing
+ Good examples
+ Syntax debug
+ Very handy in shader optimization
Cons:
- Uniforms are dissconected when no longer used (this is f***ing annoying, why they can`t be marked red or something?)
- Poor documentation
- Scene organization can be more advanced
- No support for multi uvs

But in general i reccomend if you want to learn how to write shaders.. This man is on a quest to build a star system, and it's
amazing to be along for the ride.

Also, don't flush your beloved creations out the airlock by mistake; it'll haunt your soul forevermore .... at least it was free.
Good lighthearted puzzle game, albeit tremendously easy, it has a lot of charm to it.
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umm, no idea on how to even start the game correctly i think, let alone how to use controls :\/. Is Evasion a hit, or did it miss the
mark?

https:\/\/youtu.be\/a6IIXW6kmb4

How do you translate the top down bullet hell shoot em up genre to VR? You do what Evasion did. Spoilers, Evasion was a hell
of a lot of fun!

Evasion excels in most areas.

The music got me pumped up and ready to blow\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. The way that stuff blew up was
beautiful. The scenery around my was great. The "cinematics" were well done (for what they were...)

The voice acting and the humor was great. While there were only 2 NPCs, I loved the attitudes they had.

There was a good flow to the action of the game. I never felt like I wasn't actively doing something or waiting around and
sometimes just blowing up the scenery was entertaining.

There are 4 classes, each with their own weapons and abilities. I only played one of those classes but after a minute of figuring
out how my weapon functioned, I fell in love with it.

I have a feeling co-op multiplayer in this game with a close friend would be a blast. I didn't try it out but it's a feeling I get
similar to how Borderlands or Smash is better with people to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665talk.

Pretty much everything was great. That doesn't mean everything was great though...

Content is lacking for the $40 price tag. It's great that there's a wave shooter mode but at this point, how many of us aren't
burned out on those? I know I won't play more than the campaign. Unfortunately a liberal estimate of the campaign mode puts it
at 3-4 hours which is still in line with the cost of a couple movies but it's going to be a hard pill to swallow when there are
cheaper games with more content.

For me, the quality of the content makes the price tag worth it but I do still think it's a bit steep for the game. Definitely look for
sales if you're on the fence.

Aside from the price, the difficulty levels that were introduced in the last update (1.03) still need tweaking. I didn't have to
focus or try hard enough to breeze through Bullet Hell, the highest difficulty. As much as I'd love to think so, I'm not all that
good and shouldn't have been able to progress as easily as I did.

Overall the content is the real deterrent to this game and why some people may not want to pick it up. I had fun with the game
and I'll be recommending it however be aware that this is a one and done sort of game. Once you burn through the campaign
you're not likely to pick it up again.. If you wanna spend $4 just to see how poorly the RPG world was back in the early 90s,
then this is the game for you. It maps poorly, the interface is all over the place, and the melee combat and spell options are
absolutely unusable.
One small example, is you can only fire, attack or cast spells in vertical or horizontal directions; no diagonal options.
I found it frustrating and a waste of good money, but you may see things differently and it'll only cost you $4 to find out :-). I
first read the webcomic over ten years ago, so I was pleasantly surprised to see a visual novel based off of it getting on Steam
and bought a copy as soon as it was released on Steam. I hoped that maybe I could recommend it to friends who've never gotten
into the series and interest them into picking up the comics.

As much as I wanted to though, I can't really do that in good conscious, so that's why I had to downvote it.

Now, it's not to say that there aren't any merits. Mayshing's art and character designs continue to be beautifully done. Any fan of
the eDepth Angel comics will be happy to know that everyone's characterizations aren't off in the least. If anything, I thought it
was refreshing to be able to spend some time with Lien and Kolei before they became cyborgs since it was only briefly touched
upon before. It was also pretty neat to be able to get to know Kolei and Seon along with Lien.
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For me though, I think there were two main issues about the game. One was how I personally found the mystery solving portion
of the game too confusing and the other was how there's too much information that a newcomer wouldn't know but is
considered commonplace knowledge for the cast. At the very least, it'd probably be recommended to read the game's About
section for any information not brought up in the game clearly. (And even then, there's some stuff you'll miss, such as Angel's
drive to cure ...)

Sure, the game's story isn't exactly straight off of the comic and some things actually go down differently, but it's not really
enough to say that it's standalone.

"So okay, it's not a standalone game, but if you've already read the comic then it should be fine to play, right?"

Well... perhaps? It's true that I understood what was going on just fine as a comic reader but... it could just be my own ineptitude
but I actually found the investigation aspect really hard?

Like, there's no clear indicator which ones you actually need or if the order of the evidences you placed in the timeline is the correct
one. I just found myself praying that I got it right even though nine times out of ten, I immediately got myself in unintended (usually
bad) endings.

If you're able to understand how to go through those sections or if you have the walkthrough at hand then maybe your opinion
would probably be more positive. But those two flaws didn't really sit well with me too much to like the game enough. :c. It's not
bad, but there's nothing about it that I'd really recommend it for. Good roguelikes present interesting choices and have runs that feel
starkly different from each other, where you adapt to the challenges and needs you face *this* time. In this one, once you have a
handle on how a class operates, runs feel essentially the same apart from whether you get good enough stuff or don't. That binary
feeling doesn't really bring one coming back for more.

It's not bad; if you're into this genre, it's not a -bad- game to pick up. I had okay fun with it for a little while. But it doesn't really
stand out in some regard such that I'd recommend it at its price.. Please do not remake this game.. I was willing to give this game a
try. I love tower defense games and thought thats what this was going to be like.... Not so much.
Now i realize the game is in early access so ill try to not be to critical, But i just dont see this getting any better.
This took me like 5 reloads to try to understand what the hell to do, Before i could figure anything out i would get killed and have to
reload yet again.
The game is just boring, Take it off EA and let it cook a bit longer or all your going to end up with is a crap load of negative
reviews.. My 6yo got bored in 5 minutes and she likes to play with the labs robo dog.. It has a lot of potential. Played this for the
first time yesterday, and the game crashed three times in the first 2 hours of play. Really frustrating. My pc is updated (windows,
steam, ect), and I don't have any weird software on my computer. I'm running a i7-8700k, GTX 1080ti, and windows 10. I'm
playing the game on normal difficulty in survivor mode. I'd be happy to change my review if this somehow gets fixed. Right now
the game is not playable.
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